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Ab:stract 

The purpose of this paper is to provide background 
for a panel discussion of the structure. conduct. and 
performance of the U.S. cotton merchant/shipper 
sector. Information on number and size concentration 
of firms and merchandizing costs is presented and some 
tentative judgements about industry performance are 
offered. 

Int.rQduct ion 

Cotton merchandizing encompasses allot the functions 
of moving the commodity to the final user after it 

.. leaves the farmer·o5 ownership or control. For purposes 
• of this discussion, the focus is on two major types of 

merchandizers: merchant-shippers. private firJM which 
take title. assume ri&k8 . and provide delivery of 
cotton to domestic and foreign mills, and cooperative 
marketing associations, which perform the same 
functions as agents of farmers but do not assume le,al 
ownership of the cotton. 
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The merchandizing sector is essential to the other 
segments of the cotton industry because it performs 
necessary marketing functions. Consequently, the 
efficiency with which that sector performs those 
functions is important to the other sectors because it 
affects the overall effectiveness at the industry. 
This constitutes the rationale for the focus of this 
panel discussion--the structure, conduct, and 
performance of the merchandizing sector of the cotton 
industry. My task is to provide an overvieW' of some 
relevant aspects of the merchant-shipper sector. In 
providing that overvieW'. basic information on number ot 
firms. market shares, and costs of services proviJcd is 
presented. It should be noted that.. addi tio na 1 
information is available tram other sources, some of 
them in the references to this paper (8,9). 

Number of Fl rm, 

The total number of firms merchandizing cotton in the 
0.5. has declined somewhat over the past 20 years 
(Figure I), but the decline has not been precipitious. 
The total number of firms in Figure 1 rosy be o verstated 
in some cases by as much as 20X because the American 
Cotton Shippers Association data report indi viuud~ 
offices, and some firms have offices in mult iple 
locations. Figure 1 also shows the number of firms 
involved in exportina co tton . The decline in number of 
expor ters has been proportionately less than the 
decline in total firms. Bot.h groups, hovever, shov 
periodiC increases in the number of firms, SUlle~ting 
that there are no substantial barriers to entry into 
the industry sector. 

The composition at cotton shipped betveen do.mestic 
and export markets is shown in Figure 2. This series 
of data shoW's the tinal disposition of the cotton, not 
the interim movement of cotton; this letter series is 
provided by a series of U.S. D. A. reports at cotton 
shipments (4,5,6). The proportion exported has tended 
to increase. but shows some decreaae durinl this 
decade. 

HArket Shoro, and CODcentrat.ion 

There appears to have been an increase in the 
proportion of the 0.5. crop marketed throulh marketins 
associations over the past four decades (Figure 3). 
The data in Fiaure 3 include all marketinas, including 
some sales to private firms, so they overstate the 
cooperative share by some (unknown) percentage. Data 
on market shares and concentration are difficult to 
obtain; they are not collected by aovernl'/lent and 
industry con~ iders them propietary . However, 
discussions with several individual~. none of which I 
need identify. leads me to formulate SOm6 subjective 
. guestimates," provided below. The five larges t 
priVate firms handle an annua l volu~e of cotton in the 
neilhborhood of 55% of the O. S. crop. The four 
marketin. associations probably ship 20-25% after 
deductinl their sales t.o private firms. If these 
estimates are real istic, they sussest that as muc h as 
80~ of the volume marketed may be handled by these nine 



firms as it moves through the marketing channel. Note 
that some of this cotton may also be handled by other 
firms; bales of cotton often change hands several 
times. 

Is there a problem in terms of too much 
concentration. suggesting oligopoly/oligopsony power? 
That is difficult to say on the basis of available 
objective evidence. As an objective observer, I see no 
indications that the industry is not price competitive 
in both buying and selling, at least in regional, 
national. and international markets. However. it would 
be unrealistic not to recognize some potential for 
restricted price competition. 

In recent years, especially during this decade, 
mergers and acquiSitions seem to have increased. For 
example. Cargill acquired Hohenberg in 1978 and Ralli 
Bros., • British firm, in 1984 (dates are approximately 
correct). Continental established ContiCotton $lith 
acquisitions about 1980. Dreyfus purchased Allenberg 
in 1981. The Julien Co. was started in 1985, then 
acquired ACCO in 1987. Dunavant ab80rbed McFadden in 
1985 and acquired Producers Cotton Oil Co. in 1987. 
This increase in mergers and acquisitions is not 
particularly unusual because it parallels a similar 
phenomenon in the rest of the U.S. economy. There may 
also be a recent tendency for the proportion of mid
size merchant-shipper firms to decline--to become 
larger or smaller. This would also not be unusual; 
this tendency is also observable in other sectors, 
e. g., farming. 

Hercbandl4ing Costs 

The information available on merchandizing costs are 
primarily frolll O. S. D. A. 's periodic industry survey work 
(1.2.7,9). Merchandizing costs are relevant because 
they provide one indicator of the sector's efficiency 
of operation. particularly when examined over time. 
Table 1 summarizes merchandizing costs for selected 
years since 1964/65; note that these costs do not 
include warehouse and compress related costs. The 
first three columns of costs are in nominal dollars. 
Over the 20-year period, nominal costs per bale 
tripled. However, when costs are adjusted to reflect 
the effects of inflation, the sector presents a 
favorable record. The next-to-last column in TaLle 1 
shows the average cost per bale adjusted to 1983/84 
dollars using the index of prices received by farmers-
this shows how merchandizing costs varied in relation 
to the prices received by farmers. That is, a decline 
in the adjusted merchandizing coat means that 
merchandizing costs increased less than prices received 
by farmers. In 1983/84. the latest year tor which 
there are data. costs were only slightly above 1972/13 
levels. The last column in Table 1 shows cost per bale 
adjusted by the general rate of inflation using the GNP 
implicit price deflator; this shows hou merchandizing 
costs varied in relation to all prices in the U.S. 
economy. These data show that 1983/84 costs were only 
slightly above 1964/65 costs . A part of the real cost 
increase over the 20-year period has been due to the 
larger proportion of the crop being exported, where 
merchandizing costs are greater. 

My conclusion from the cursory evidence is that the 
industry has maintained its operational efficiency in 
the merchandizing of U.S. cotton. There is no evidence 
of real cost reductions. but the industry's costs have 
not risen faster than inflation. 

SUmmarY 

The number ot firms in the cotton shipping industrY 
has gradually declined over the past 20 years and there 
have been relatively more mergers and acquisitions in 
more recent years. The industry and firms within it 
are also becoming more internationalized. There is 
little evidence on changes in concentration over time. 
There is currently a relatively hiah concentration of 
market share in a relatively feu firms in the domestic 
market alone. but it is not clear that there is a 
problem with regard to price competition. 
Merchandizing costs have increased in line with 
inflation; there have not been substantial real cost 
increases. but there have been no real cost 
~fficiencies, either. 
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Table 1. Shi ppers' Cost per Bale of Merchandizing· U.S. 
Cotton, Foreign and Domestic Ship.ents, Selected Years. 

Market 

Year Domestic Foreign Avg. 

1964/65 
1972/73 
1974/75 
1977/78 
1983/84 

---·--Nominal S-----· 

6.49 
11.00 
12.32 
16.18 
21.48 

15.14 
25.09 
42 .82 
39.50 
38 .55 

9.69 
17.96 
26.62 
27.13 
31.20 

Avg. Adj . Avg. Adj. 
With Prices With GNP 
Received Implicit 
By Farmers Deflator 

-----1983/84 $-----

25.50 
28.96 
35.97 
34.78 
31.20 

28.50 
38.21 
48.40 
41.11 
31.20 

Sources: Chandler and Glade, 1975 and 1976; Glade and 
Ghetti; Harris; Starbird et 11. 

*Inc1udes transportation. selling costs, fiber test 
fees, and miscellaneous merchandizing costs. 
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